
PR.OGR.AJ."'t-!ING STAFF HOTE 63 

TO: CTSS Maintenance and Development Staff I 

FROM: G.F. Clancy and D~R. Wiclrig 

DATE: .January 27, 1966 

SUBJ: Current Restrictions to DAEMON Operation 

Currently, the ctSS OAEMON(s) do not operate ~~actly .as the original 
specifications stated. This memo explains the deviations and the 
limitations. It is to be·noted· that some of the restrictions (e.g. 
those involving links) are "philosOphically profound" and their re
moval will require changes to the file system. On the other hand, 
the removal of other restrictions is quite reasonable and could 
easil1 be attempted on a two or three week basis. 

Original references may be found in CC-258 Qr MAC-M-289, and CC-252-2 
or MAC·M .. 232-2. 

Reloa~in& Under CTS.§ 

Currently, 'reloading under CTS$ is not feasible for the fal'1owJl18 reasons. 
Until futher notice, Oisk/DnlT11 reloading will not take p!ace·1.\lnder CTSS. 

1. Suppose reloading is in process under CTSS and :a ·(lti-ector entry 
for a user by the name ~ p has not been made yet b:ecause the Daemon 
bas not yet encount.ered the latest U.F.:O. for the··~.iser~ t< jJ is a 
file that should be loaded to reinstate accurately this users direc• 
tor to its pre-crssh status. Thi~ user may login and inadvertently 
create a nm-1 file by the name A jl of a completely different nature 
than the file ~ p on tape. \'Jben the true file ~ ~ te encounteJ:ed 
it will not be loaded because it a!ready exists on the disk with a 
date-last~modified later than the file on tape. The Daemon thinks 
it has already loaded a more recent version of the same fi;e end 
therefore disr-=gardo the version on tape. In this way, a file that 
should be loaded is missed because the user did not remember that he 
formerly had a file of.the same name as the one he created anew. 

A possible solution to this d~lemma would be the following 
Daemon procedures: 

1. Have the Daemon remember the date and time reloading began. 

2. h~en a check is ~de to see if a disk version of a file is 
later tihan a tape version of the same name, check the date 
an~ time reloeding began to see if this file deserves 
ezceptioaal consideration. 
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3. If there is a possibility of a file not being loaded When 
it should be, the file from tape can be loaded under a 
different name specifiec by the Daemon. An URGENT MAIL 
csn then be left for the user stating what has happened 1 

the name of the conflict file snd the new name of the 
loaded f11e. 

2. lf reloading is taking place un4er crss all files loaded are 
left with the Hick's Mode bit on (200 octal) until such time 
as the most recent U.F .D. dumped for a usgr is read from tape. 
Before an actual file is read a skelton entry of zero lensth 
is made in the users directory of mode 200~ Normally, \fhen 
the actual file is read later the file length is other than 
zero except when there existed at some time tn the past a file 
whose actual length was zero. In this case, after the file 
itself (of zero length) is read from tape the net result is 
indistinguishable from a temporary skeleton made prev1,.ously 
by the Daemon. If, because of tape readtns errors, the latest 
U.F. D. for a user is never read, the· Micka Mode bit will not 
disappear. 1:hen, wen loading is ff.nUbed this entry is 
ezaudned. The Daemon bel:l.eves that the zer:o lqth, Mick's 
Mode file is one which was not read correctly (it would be 
non-zero length otherwise) and deltes the file, leaviag a 
message to this effect for the user. In this way, a legitimate 
directory entry is not restored as it should be ~ a file is 
missed. 

This dilemma seems to be irresoluble unless we1td gyr~tioas 
are made by the Daemon to leave sufficiept c luea to tbe direc• 
tory entry t~> flag e true zero length file. 

COnsolation 

lf reloading does not t~te place during CTSS, the complete dump need 
not be done by dumping the us~r's files to successive baekward increments 
~cording to date--last-use4. COilt)lete dumping can be a ~traigbt forward 
copying of all U3ers files into tope without consideration of the date~ 
last used of the files Since successive passes over the M~F.D. are 
not required, cqasiderable time is eliminated for the ~ecutloo of the 
complete dut1'.9 (30 - 40 percent of the total dme now ~equired). In 
this way 1 less ~e is generated for the dtJID!.l anc! considerable time is 
also eliminated for execution of the complete reload. 


